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ABSTRACT
Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) are novel biogranules which have successfully treated
wastewater without external aeration at the bench scale. The formation of OPGs under both static
and hydrodynamic conditions is a unique phenomenon which has no known counterpart. This
report examines some of the granulation mechanisms and structural and functional differences
between statically and hydrodynamically cultivated OPGs. As previously reported, filamentous
cyanobacteria are an essential component of both types of OPGs. The addition of Oscillatoria in
augmented activated sludge inoculum showed successful static OPG formation in a shorter time
(28 vs 35 days) and produced more settled OPGs than native sludge (88% vs 33%) which may
decrease start up time and improve settleability in reactor operation. Additionally, there are
distinct mechanisms involved in forming static versus hydrodynamic OPGs that results in
variations in phototrophic arrangement and the resulting oxygen gradients. Butler’s model for
profiling dissolved oxygen transport in static OPGs was adapted for reactor granules taking into
consideration that the oxygen concentration does not reach zero at the core of reactor OPGs (r <
2 mm). Biomass supported by oxygen diffusion is suggested to be predominantly driven by
aerobic activity in smaller granules and diffusion limited in larger granules. The model also
indicates there may be greater symbiosis between aerobes and phototrophs in small reactor
granules (r < 1 mm) and static granules compared to greater photograph dominance in large
reactor granules (r > 1 mm). Granulation conditions likely factor into aerobe and phototroph
interactions that may require a thicker cyanobacteria layer to support larger granules formed
under hydrodynamic shear stress. By understanding granule formation mechanisms and
designing granules with desired microbial kinetics, engineers may be able to improve the
efficiency of this aeration-free wastewater treatment process and continue to increase it in scale.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND
1.1 Biological Wastewater Treatment
Biological wastewater treatment is a widely-used technology to attain compliance or even
surpass environmental regulations for pollution discharge and waste reduction. Compared to
chemical methods, biological treatment has lower costs and no secondary pollution (Chan et al.,
2009). The activated sludge process is the foundation of modern wastewater treatment and
continues to be the most widely used process for both municipal and industrial wastewaters
(Rittmann & McCarty 2012). Today, many researchers have expanded on the original designs to
achieve better effluent quality, higher energy and nutrient recovery, and improve overall process
efficiency.
Yet the century old technology remains energy-intensive. Approximately 1% of total
annual energy consumed in the United States goes to wastewater treatment. Up to 60% of that
energy is used for mechanical aeration (Pabi et al., 2013). Additionally, microorganisms cannot
be intricately controlled and the disposal of massive quantities of waste sludge becomes a large
expense for wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) (Chon et al., 2011). To address these high
resource demands, researchers are developing methods to reduce the production of biomass, such
as using upflow anaerobic sludge blankets (UASBs) (Lettinga et al., 1980) or aerobic membrane
bioreactors (Rosenberger et al. 2000). Other approaches seek to improve downstream recovery
of activated sludge by converting waste into reusable biofuels (Logan, 2004, Schenk et al. 2009,
J. Park et. al., 2011, Chon, 2011).
Recently, scientists have engineered microbial sludge to form stable granular biomass.
These biofilm structures contain dense micro-niches of microbial metabolisms which easily
1

settle from treated water, thus eliminating the need for separate settling tanks and reducing land
requirements by up to 80% (de Kreuk et al., 2006). Researchers at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst are working on developing a unique permutation of granular wastewater
treatment, oxygenic photogranules. These biogranules couple photosynthetic microorganisms
with heterotrophic bacteria. This eliminates aeration requirements and creates closed CO2 and O2
cycles within a single system (Milferstedt et al., 2017). Diffusion driven chemical gradients
within biogranules promote different microbial communities which have various treatment
functions and eliminate the need for multi-stage reactor configurations (Liu et al., 2006). For
example, oxygen gradients created in OPGs can allow aerobic, anaerobic, and anoxic species to
exist simultaneously. This allows for complete nitrogen transformation from a single biomass.
Continued exploration of biological technologies is promising for the future of wastewater
treatment, ideally leading to the conversion of antiquated wastewater treatment plants into
modern wastewater resource recovery facilities.
1.2 Biogranule Treatment Technology
Biological wastewater treatment research demonstrates how biofilms are more efficient at
treating water and wastewater than activated sludge (Sunil et al., 2008). Biofilms retain slowgrowing microorganisms; therefore, the retention of biomass in biofilms through engineered
biogranules is a major advantage over traditional suspended growth processes. Compared to
conventional sludge flocs, biogranules have strong, well-defined, dense structures. High
settleability leads to easy separation of biomass from treated water and the ability to withstand
high organic loading rates (OLR) (Chan et al., 2009, Milferstedt, Hamelin et al., 2017).
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Biogranules are classified as either aerobic or anaerobic based on their dominant
microbial composition (Liu et al., 2009). Anaerobic biogranules have been studied at length for
almost 40 years, first documented in 1980 by Lettinga et. al. to convert organics into methane.
Anaerobic biogranule treatment processes are currently only used for municipal applications, as
anaerobic granules are sensitive to applied OLR (Giesen et al. 2013). At a low OLR, nutrients
are limited and can induce starvation in microorganisms. Gradually increasing OLR throughout
the granulation period has been shown to promote successful anaerobic granule development
(Ghangrekar et al., 2005).
Anaerobic granules have a multilayer structure. The core is composed of methanogens
and may be the site of nucleation in initial granule formation. H2-producing and hydrolyzing
bacteria dominate the middle layer. Numerous microorganisms encompass the exterior of the
granule, including filamentous bacteria (Liu et al., 2004). Methanogenic granules are a distinct
type of anaerobic granules that have a methanogenic core and sulfate reducing bacteria on the
outer edge. Methanogenic bacteria were discovered in a UASB reactor in 1976 by Lettinga et al.
at Wageningen University in the Netherlands. Their 6 m3 pilot plant treated sugar beet
wastewater with an organic loading rate of 15-40 kg COD/m3/d using a hydraulic retention time
(HRT) of 3-8 hours (Lettinga et al., 1980). Today, UASBs using methanogenic granules have
become the most popular reactor configuration for high rate anaerobic wastewater treatment.
Conventional anaerobic granules do not achieve high nitrogen removal. A new type of
anaerobic granule with nitrogen removal capacities was discovered in the 1990s by Mulder et al.
in a denitrifying fluidized bed reactor. They discovered anaerobic ammonium oxidation
(anammox) can occur when ammonia oxidizing bacteria use nitrite at the electron acceptor to
convert ammonia directly into dinitrogen gas (Mulder et al., 1995). Advantages of anammox
3

systems include higher energy efficiency and lower operational costs for nitrogen removal due to
the limited oxygen requirements (Strous et al., 1999). Anammox treatment facilities currently
operate at full scale in several locations around the world, including Austria, Singapore, and the
United States (Wett et al., 2013, Cao et al. 2015, O’Shaughnessy, 2015), The greatest challenge
is accumulating and maintaining a stable supply of nitrite to support the anammox bacteria.
Researchers continue to investigate suppressing nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) and partial
denitrification to increase nitrite and improve overall nitrogen removal (Ma et al., 2016).
There are several disadvantages associated with anaerobic granules, including a long start
up period, relatively high operating temperatures, high OLR requirements, and low removal
efficiency of nitrogen and phosphorous (Sunil et al., 2008). This led to the exploration of aerobic
granules in the late 1990s. As with activated sludge processes, aerobic granules require oxygen
to grow. However, aerobic granules are denser than activated sludge flocs and settle more rapidly
from solution. The sludge volume index for 30 minutes (SVI30) of activated sludge ranges from
80 – 120, while aerobic granules can achieve an SVI30 of 47 (Sarma et al., 2018). With this
settleability, separation of sludge from the treated water fraction can be achieved without a
clarifier or polymeric flocculating agents. Additionally, the oxygen gradient within aerobic
granules has the potential for combined nitrification, denitrification, and phosphorous removal in
a single system. Aerobic granules are formed in sequencing batch reactors (SBRs) using
industrial or domestic wastewater. Mature granules can have an anoxic core which houses
denitrifying bacteria (Lemaire, 2008). Aerobic granules have shown successful removal of heavy
metals and biodegradation of organic pollutants in wastewater (Sarma and Tay, 2018).
Full-scale wastewater treatment using aerobic granules has been demonstrated by several
researchers, including Pronk et al. (2015), Li et al (2014), and Stubbé et al. (2016). Niermans et
4

al. (2014) have developed a brand name aerobic granular sludge process and are constructing 20
full-scale plants in several countries (Niermans et al., 2014). Sarma and Tay (2018) outline some
challenges with aerobic granulation as a future wastewater treatment technology. One of the
main concerns is a lack of understanding of the mechanics behind granule formation. A long start
up time is required to create granules which is compounded by unpredictable granule
disintegration. Additionally, aerobic granules are better suited for high strength industrial
wastewater applications as they require a relatively high COD (Sarma and Tay, 2018).
Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) are a more recent discovery, first documented in 2015
by Park and Dolan. OPGs may be described as a phototroph-enhanced aerobic biogranule.
Compared to standard aerobic granules, OPGs provide their own oxygen to the system.
Eutrophic populations including microalgae and cyanobacteria spp. promote a system which
requires no external aeration. OPGs are structured similarly to aerobic granules in that they have
a core of bacteria and an outer layer of filamentous bacteria. It differs in that the outer layer also
includes microalgae and the filamentous organisms are phototrophic cyanobacteria which create
a self-induced oxygen gradient. OPGs are formed by placing activated sludge in sealed vials
exposed to natural light for several weeks. Statically cultivated OPGs when seeded into SBRs
propagated into new granules and remove COD and nitrogen from influent wastewater
(Milferstedt et al., 2017). The granulation process requires a delicate balance of microorganisms
and environmental conditions that is not fully understood. This research aims to elucidate some
of the mechanisms required for effective granulation of OPGs.
1.3 Granule Formation Models

5

Granules created in biological reactors have common characteristics, such as production
of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), high hydrophobicity, high settling velocity, and
high density (Liu, Tay, Moy, 2006). While there are some similarities, the mechanism behind
granule formation is still unclear and hypotheses vary by granule type, reactor type, inoculum,
physical and chemical parameters (Liu et al., 2003). There are several contributing factors which
tend to be agreed upon, but new discoveries such as oxygenic photogranules can make
researchers rethink these theories. For example, shear stress has previously been considered an
essential factor for granule formation, however, OPGs can be cultivated under static conditions
in the absence of sheer stress. Thus, researchers continue to study the complex mechanisms
behind biogranule formation and the ability to manipulate the granulation process for various
applications.
Lettinga et al. (1980) proposed one of the earliest granulation theories, the Inert Nuclei
Model, to describe the formation of methanogenic granules formed in an upflow sludge blanket
reactor. This model suggests that granule formation is initiated by the attachment and growth of
bacteria on micro-sized inert matter (Lettinga et al., 1980). Hirsch et al. (1984) describe the
Syntrophic Microcolony Model where granules form by the co-evolution of mixed cultures with
syntrophic relationships, allowing for protection against environmental stress (Hirsch et al.,
1984). Mahoney et al. presented their theory in 1986, where multivalence positive ions reduce
electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged bacteria allowing them to coalesce (Mahoney
et al., 1986). Hulshoff et al. proposed the Selection Pressure Model in 1987, describing a
continuous sludge selection processes where wash out of lighter dispersed particles allows for
retention of heavier biomass (Hulshoff et al., 1987). These early theories illuminating
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fundamental components of granulation were compiled into a four-step model in 2003 by Liu et
al. which includes:
1. Physical movement to initiate contact between bacteria or bacterial adhesion to nuclei
2. Attractive physical and chemical forces to maintain stable multicellular contacts
3. Cell aggregation maturation by microbial forces
4. Shaping of three-dimensional granular structures by hydrodynamic shear force
These steps can be seen in isolation or combination to describe the numerous biogranule
models defined today. However, the accuracy and encompassing nature of these theories are still
to be determined.
1.4 Oxygenic Photogranule Formation Mechanisms and Current Research
Oxygenic photogranules have been successfully cultivated under a variety of conditions
using several different municipal wastewater streams from around the world (Milferstedt et al.,
2017). The ubiquitous formation of OPGs implies that there are some key parameters which
align to promote granulation. Many of these factors align with Liu’s model, however oxygen
photogranules can be formed in both the presence and absence of hydrodynamic shear force.
Thus, researchers continue to investigate the mechanisms behind OPG granulation.
1.4.1 Adhesion
The first step of Liu’s model addresses adhesion to a central structural component.
Adhesion to a surface is a standard requirement for microbial biofilm formation (Hall-Stoodley
et al., 2004). Several materials have been hypothesized to create a backbone for bacterial growth
including precipitated ions (Yu et al. 2001), fungal hyphae matrices, and remnants of dead cells
7

(Weber et al., 2007). OPGs are derived from activated sludge and thus have an abundant array of
possible support structures for bacterial growth. Stalked ciliates, fungi, and dead cells have all
been observed in early granulation stages. Additionally, the sticky nature of filamentous
cyanobacteria, which have been deemed a driving factor in OPG formation can be seen within a
few days of cultivation (Milferstedt et al., 2017).
1.4.2 Physical-Chemical Forces
Bacteria have repulsive electrostatic forces that typically prevent them from closely
interacting with one another, thus they require some assistance. Attractive physical and chemical
forces act to bring bacterial cells together. Examples include Van der Waals forces, opposite
charge attraction, hydrophobicity, and filamentous bacteria bridging the gap between cells (Liu,
2004). In OPGs, cyanobacteria of the order Oscillatoriales create a mat-like phototrophic layer
around an unconsolidated core of activated sludge. This is believed to be an essential piece of
OPG granulation, though it leads to further questions about the conditions that favor
cyanobacteria growth and physical arrangement (Milferstedt et al., 2017). The action of these
filaments allows the system to overcome repulsive electrostatic forces that would typically keep
bacteria from coalescing.
1.4.3 Microbial Forces
Cell aggregation by microbial forces is often attributed to the production of extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS). EPS is a critical component in biofilms that keeps microbes
together. This slime-like substance is a matrix of polymers which includes polysaccharides,
proteins, nucleic acids, phospholipids, and humic acids (Liu et al., 2009). It helps immobilize
bacteria and provides structural support within immobilized communities. Numerous studies
8

show the presence of EPS in biogranules (Y. Liu et al., 2002, Seviour et al., 2009, Kuo-Dahab et
al., in review). EPS adhesion allows small aggregates to form and propagate with the growth of
bacterial cells and entrapment of unattached bacteria (Maximova et al., 2006). Kuo-Dahab et al.
(in preparation) show an increase in polysaccharide to protein ratio for EPS throughout a static
OPG cultivation attributed to the enrichment of motile, filamentous cyanobacteria. High
polysaccharide concentrations can increase hydrophobicity, further promoting cell-to-cell
interactions (Hyenstrand et al, 2000). Starvation conditions also promote hydrophobicity
(Bossier et al., 1996). In static conditions, OPGs are in a closed system with no outside nutrient
sources, inducing starvation. In hydrodynamic conditions, OPGs are formed in SBRs which
include dark and light phases as well as cycling of influent wastewater. Periodic starvation is
believed to contribute to granule formation (Milferstedt et al. 2017).
1.4.4 Hydrodynamic Shear
Finally, the last step in Liu’s theory addresses shaping by hydrodynamic shear force.
Before the discovery of OPGs, researchers believed that substantial shear forces were essential
for granule formation, even deeming weak shear forces inhibitive to granulation in bioreactors
(Liu and Tay, 2002). However, OPGs have been successfully cultivated in the absence of shear
forces (Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017, Kuo-Dahab et al., in review). The full
mechanism for static OPG cultivation is still unclear, however the presence of Oscillatoria sp.,
(Milferstedt et al., 2017), nitrogen (Stauch-White et al., 2017), light, and EPS (Kuo-Dahab et al.,
in review) are all believed to contribute to the process. Manipulation of these variables results in
OPGs with different structural integrity, densities, and settleability.
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While hydrodynamic shear does not play a role in static OPG cultivation, it does factor
into hydrodynamic granulation. A recent study demonstrates the role of hydrodynamic shear
force on OPGs formed in sequencing batch reactors. SBRs at various mixing speeds were seeded
from the same initial bulk biomass of statically cultivated OPGs. Over a period of 250 days,
distinct differences in biomass size distributions were clear. Higher shear stress promoted
smaller granules in the 0.5 to 1.0 mm diameter range, while lower shear stress promoted larger
granules, reaching sizes great than 4.6 mm. While all SBRs achieved similar COD removals
throughout steady state operation, nitrogen removal was not consistent across all mixing speeds.
Larger granules appear to achieve higher total nitrogen removal than smaller granules. This is
believed to be related to the size dependent oxygen gradient that exists in OPGs (Abouhend et
al., in preparation).
1.4.5 Initial Phototrophic Communities and Nutrient Availability
In addition to the four steps described by Liu, the presence of initial phototrophic
communities and the role of nutrients in activated sludge inoculum may promote granulation.
Stauch-White et. al (2017) saw high ammonium in activated sludge achieve greater granulation
success compared to AS with low initial ammonium under static cultivation. Results showed
higher concentrations of ammonium were present in the activated sludge at the start of successful
cultivations (20 – 30 mg-N/L) than unsuccessful cultivations (6 – 12 mg-N/L). Fang et al. (2008)
investigated the impact of ammonium concentrations on their aerobic granular sludge rich in
polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB). A drop in influent ammonium concentration resulted in anaerobic
granular sludge breaking apart and not growing beyond 0.5 mm in diameters. Increasing
ammonium increased sludge concentration and resulted in compact structures with good
settleability (Fang et al., 2008).
10

While understanding the mechanism of granulation is important for engineering granules,
it is the function of the granules that is at the heart of OPG research. OPGs provide oxygen to
support heterotrophic bacteria which degrade organic matter found in wastewater. Oxygen is
provided at a gradient from the granule edge to its core creating layered micro-niches with
distinct microbial populations. A model to describe the oxygen profile within OPGs has been
derived by Butler et al. (in preparation) and applied to statically cultivated OPGs. This model
may help determine the size-based microbial kinetics and the relationship between phototrophic
structure and oxygen production in OPGs. This knowledge will assist engineers in designing for
optimal OPG biomass, adaptable to the desired wastewater treatment.
1.4.6 Research Objectives
My research aims to elucidate the granulation phenomena under hydrostatic conditions
by manipulating the components of activated sludge through the addition of ammonium and
cyanobacteria. I hypothesize that manipulating the cultivation media can produce a greater
number of successful granules per cultivation, decreasing start up time before reactor operation.
Additionally, cultivation conditions may impact the structure and function of the microbial
metabolisms in OPGs. I propose the structural arrangement of cyanobacteria impacts oxygen
diffusion and yields differences in function between statically and hydrodynamically cultivated
OPGs of various sizes. I hypothesize closed form diffusion modeling can describe oxygen
gradients in OPG cultivated under hydrodynamic conditions. Understanding microbial kinetics
of OPGs will allow for greater control over reactor performance by selectively controlling for
desired biomass compositions.
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CHAPTER 2
THE IMPACT OF OSCILLATORIA AND AMMONIUM ENRICHMENT ON STATIC
OXYGENIC PHOTOGRANULE CULTIVATIONS
2.1 Introduction
Oxygenic photogranules (OPGs) are complex microbial biofilms with the ability to
remove COD and nitrogenous compounds from wastewater without external aeration (Abouhend
et al., 2018). OPGs are composed of syntrophic cyanobacteria, heterotrophic bacteria, and
microalgae. Cyanobacteria and microalgae provide sufficient oxygen to support nitrification and
the transformation of organics by heterotrophic bacteria (Milferstedt et al., 2017). Activated
sludge exposed to light transforms into OPGs in a closed static environment without external
aeration or nutrients. During a cultivation, compaction
and phototrophic growth phases occur as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Gliding movements allow cyanobacteria to
self-organize into stable population patterns
(Tamulonis et al., 2014). A mature granule takes
approximately 42 days to develop and is defined by the
Figure 2.1 Progression of static
cultivations over time.

retention of a granule’s structure after firm shaking is

applied (Stauch-White et al., 2017). Statically cultivated OPGs have been successfully seeded in
bench-scale sequencing batch reactors for wastewater treatment (Abouhend et al., 2018). Reactor
OPGs have high settleability which facilitates the recovery and reuse of biomass as biofeedstock
(Park & Dolan, 2015).
Though researchers have achieved promising results at the bench scale, we are still trying
to understand how these granules form under both static and hydrodynamic conditions. While
static OPG formation is a universal phenomenon, the number of samples in a cultivation which
12

reach mature granulation can vary significantly. Several studies show components believed to
contribute to granulation including cyanobacteria (Milferstedt et al, 2017), nitrogen availability
(Stauch-White et al., 2017), and EPS (Kuo-Dahab et al., in review). Cyanobacteria contribute to
the structural integrity of OPGs which is required to maintain microbial niches and fast
settleability in reactor operation. Studies demonstrate cyanobacteria uptake ammonium at a
higher rate than its more reduced forms, indicating ammonium is cyanobacteria’s preferred
nitrogen source (Cunha et al., 2017). Cyanobacteria are known to readily assimilate ammonium,
which creates a competitive advantage over other phototrophs and leads to dominance of the
community by the end of a static cultivation (Stauch-White et al., 2017).
This study aims to look at the combined effect of inorganic nitrogen, specifically
ammonium, and the cyanobacteria genera Oscillatoria. We hypothesize that samples initially
containing high concentrations of soluble ammonium in combination with a high abundance of
Oscillatoria will lead to greater granulation success rates than either factor independently.
Further, we used a synthetic wastewater growth medium to manipulate the nutrients available to
the activated sludge (AS) biomass. Separating AS biomass from the liquid fraction and
manipulating the growth medium allows for more control over granulation success and
potentially the optimization of the static cultivation process. We also begin to explore the
structural differences between successful static granules. The extensive number of cultivations
have shown multiple morphologies which can be spherical or disc-like, and floating or settled.
Floating granules may result in slower settleability, decreasing the performance during SBR
operation. Determining the requirements for successful granulation is critical for efficiently
cultivating OPG biomass for seeding reactors as well as sustaining new biomass growth within
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SBRs, ultimately leading to the development of photogranule-based process for aeration-free
wastewater treatment.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Cultivation
AS was collected on August 22nd, 2017 from the aeration basin of the Amherst
Wastewater Treatment Plant in Amherst, Massachusetts, a secondary treatment facility that uses
mechanical aeration to treat domestic wastewater. Six experimental conditions were created by
manipulating the solids and/or liquid fractions of the AS. Natural AS, as collected, was used as a
control and to determine if the biomass would successfully granulate on its own, which is an
inconsistent phenomenon.
2.2.2 Experimental Conditions
Some of the harvested sludge was separated into solids and liquid fractions by
centrifuging for 20 minutes at 1000 x g. The liquid fraction was decanted from the solids and
replaced by synthetic wastewater to control availability of soluble nutrients. One liter of
synthetic wastewater contained 1.386 g disodium phosphate, 0.849 g monopotassium phosphate,
0.05 g magnesium sulfate, 0.4159 g acetate, 1 mL trace mineral solution, and varying amounts of
ammonium as NH4Cl as specified by experimental design in Table 2.1 (Srinivasan and Butler,
2017). Oscillatoria lutea var.contorta (Osc. Formosa), was purchased from UTEX (UTEXID:
LB 390) and cultivated in growth media at 18°C. Mass of wet solids to total volume of the
natural AS was determined and retained throughout all condition. 12 mL well-mixed aliquots of
solids and liquids were pipetted into 20 mL glass scintillation vials and capped. 24 vials per
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Table 2.1 Components for each experimental condition based on a single 12 mL sample.
conditions (144 vials in total) were prepared for destructive sampling. All samples were kept at
20 ºC under 24-hour illumination by broadband fluorescent lights at approximately 10 Klux.
Incubations remained in a hydrostatic environment throughout the cultivation. Ammonium was
added in low or high (approximately 4 and 25 mg-N/L) concentrations (Table 2.1). These values
were selected based on results from a preliminary study.
2.2.3 Granulation Success
Sampling was conducted weekly for six weeks (days 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42). 42 days
was previously determined to be sufficient time to allow for granulation success (Stauch-White
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et al., 2017). To determine success of granulation, a shake test was performed using three firm
shake by hand as previously described (Stauch-White et al., 2017). Photographs were taken at
each sampling point of vials before and after undergoing the shake test. 10 samples per condition
remained at day 42 to determine overall granulation success.
2.2.4 Chemical Analysis
Two 12 mL samples were destructively analyzed per condition during each sampling
point. After photographing and performing the shake test, samples were homogenized (500 W
IKA T18 ULTRA-TURRAX). Chlorophyll, COD, and solids: total suspended solids (TSS) and
volatile suspended solids (VSS), were measured using the Standard Methods for Water and
Wastewater Analysis 10020, 5220, and 2540D/E (E. Rice, 2012). 3 mL of well-mixed,
homogenized sample were processed for each test.
The liquid filtrate separated for TSS/VSS and chlorophyll analysis was filtered with a
0.45 μm cellulose filter into a 10 mL falcon tube and stored at -20°C for ion analysis.
Ammonium was measured using salicylate method 10031 for high range ammonia (Hach
Company, Loveland, CO). Nitrate and nitrite were measured using a Metrohm 850 Professional
Ion Chromatograph (IC) (Metrohm Inc., Switzerland).
2.2.5 Imaging
Individual granules were placed in 20 mL glass scintillation vials and submerged in 10%
neutral buffered formalin to preserve structure. Aluminum foil was placed around the vials to
avoid pigment degradation. Samples were stored at 4°C for 24 hours. After 24 hours, granules
were rinsed with RO water, patted dry using a paper towel, then cross-sectioned into 50 μm
slices using a cryostat (CRYOSTAR NX70). Samples were fixed to a glass slide using
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embedding resin (Shandon™ Cryomatrix™) and imaged within two hours of sectioning.
Cyanobacteria contains a naturally occurring pigment, phycocyanin, which auto-fluoresces at
650 nm. Both bright field and fluorescent images were captured an EVOS FL Color AMEFC
4300 light microscope in bright field and epifluorescence mode using an RFP light cube.
2.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Two-sample t-tests with 95% confidence intervals were performed to determine
significant differences. Linear regressions were used to compare components of successful and
unsuccessful cultivations over time.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Granulation Success
Two conditions
achieved 90%
granulation: AS in the
wastewater native to the
treatment operation and
AS augmented with the
highest concentrations of
amended Oscillatoria
Figure 2.2 Granulation success rates of experimental conditions. 90% and ammonium (Figure
success was achieved by High N High Os, 50% by Low N High Os,
30% by Low N Low Os. Natural AS and Modified AS (not shown)
2.2). Granules were
achieved 90% and 0% success respectively. This suggests that
Oscillatoria is a driving factor of OPG granulation.
between 1 and 2 cm in
diameter and followed typical granulation progression (Figure 2.1). Two conclusions may be
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made, first, this batch of AS had potential to
granulate, which is does not always happen, and
second, augmenting AS with Oscillatoria and
ammonium can lead to granulation in a minimal
growth media (synthetic wastewater). This is the
first report to show successful cultivation of OPGs
from AS biomass grown in a synthetic media.
Additionally, successful granulation appeared
sooner in successful augmented conditions (21
Figure 2.3 Shake test results on day 21 of
static cultivation. Samples with augmented days) vs natural conditions (35 days) (Figure 2.3).
sludge showed earlier granulation at 21 days
However, the cultivation sets with lower
versus 35 days for AS under native
conditions.

concentrations of Oscillatoria and ammonium
produced less cultivation success, suggesting there are additional components of AS which factor
into granulation. Samples inoculated with low ammonium and high Oscillatoria resulted in 50%
successful granulation. Samples inoculated with low Oscillatoria resulted in the lowest
granulation success rates at 30% regardless of initial ammonium concentration. The abundance
of Oscillatoria appears to be the driving factor, which was enhanced by the addition of high
ammonium. Modified AS had a 0% granulation success rate. There may have been a shock to
the system by the direct addition of NH4+, which seems to result in destruction of the delicate
balance between microbial communities There is always some bias associated with destructive
sampling done before the end of the study, as destroyed samples have no way of being analyzed
for granulation success. We assume all samples are representative of the final granulation
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success rates determined by the excess number of samples remaining in tack at the end of the
study (10 samples per condition).
2.3.2 Chlorophyll, Structure, and Morphology
Unlike previous reports, there were no significant differences for chlorophyll a:b ratios
between successful and unsuccessful conditions (absolute or normalized to VSS) at any specific
time point. However, an increase in chlorophyll a:b ratio from day 0 to 42 suggests the growth of
cyanobacteria, as cyanobacteria produce chlorophyll a but not chlorophyll b (Figure 2.4). It is
likely that the addition of Oscillatoria at day 0 masked the expected trend, as the community
distribution was manipulated.
Enrichment
with filamentous
cyanobacteria was
confirmed with bright
field and fluorescent
microscopy (Figure
2.5). Cross-sectioned
images of successful
granules showed
Figure 2.4 Chlorophyll a:b ratio for various experimental conditions
for days 0 and 42. An increase in a:b suggest cyanobacteria growth.

cyanobacteria was

present in abundance at the granule’s outer edge with few strands detected near the core.
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Ungranulated biomass
had an abundance of
microalgae, including
Scenedesmus (Figure 2.6).
This aligns with a spike in
chlorophyll b on day 35 for
unsuccessful cultivations
(Figure 2.7) and was also
Figure 2.5 Fluorescent (a) and bright field (b) images of 50 μm
slices from the center of an OPG formed under static conditions. reported in previous studies
a) Cyanobacteria appears in red due to the natural fluorescence
of phycocyanin at 650 nm and appears primarily on the granule (Stauch-White et al., 2017).
edge. b) A layered structured of microorganism can be observed
Studies show the concentration
throughout the OPG.
of ammonium and nitrate influence competition between microalgae and cyanobacteria with
cyanobacteria obtaining a competitive advantage by rapidly assimilating ammonium from
solution (Hyenstrand et al., 2000).

Figure 2.6 Bright field images of unsuccessful biomass. An abundance of unicellular green algae
can be observed, including Scenedesmus.
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Natural AS
OPGs showed more
green-algal growth
than those formed
in synthetic
wastewater (Figure
2.8). OPGs derived
from native AS
resulted in a greater
number of floating
granules compared

Figure 2.7 Absolute values of chlorophyll b on days 0, 35, and 42. A
spike on day 35 aligns with the appearance of microalgae in ungranulated
biomass.

to the successful augmented condition (67% vs 11%) (Figure 2.9). This is an important
consideration as floating granule are less dense and may negatively impact reactor operation by
making biomass separation more difficult. Settled granules also appear to be primarily disc-

Figure 2.8 Fluorescent images transposed on bright field images of 50 µm slices from
the center of a floating Natural AS OPG and a settled High N High Os OPG. This figure
shows cyanobacteria (red) is present in both granules, but significant green algae are
only noticeable in the floating natural AS OPG.
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shaped. The impact of morphology on wastewater treatment in reactor operation should be
further explored.

Figure 2.9 At the end of a 42-day cultivation, Natural AS conditions produced 6 floating OPGs
versus 1 floating OPG under High N High Os conditions. Both conditions had 9 out of 10 vials
successfully form OPGs as determined by a shake test.
2.3.3 Nitrogen Transformation
Initial ammonium concentrations were measured at 23 ± 2.5 and 3.7 ± 0.3 mg NH4+-N/L
for high and low conditions respectively. Natural AS was measured at 0.2 mg NH4+-N/L.
Measured bulk liquid nitrogen concentrations only provide insight into the nitrogen species
present (with the exception of the amended nitrogen). Transformation of nitrogen species during
transit, preparation, and storage (approximately 6 hours) can lower ammonium concentrations
compared to those present at point of collection as seen in previous reports (Stauch-White et al.,
2017), thus it is difficult to conclude what transient forms of inorganic nitrogen may have been
available to cyanobacteria in the natural activated sludge. During the 42-day cultivation period,
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ammonium was transformed to
negligible amounts over time for all
conditions except Modified AS (0%
granulation), which decreased
initially, but increased again
between days 35 and 42 (Figure
2.10). Nitrate and nitrite did not
accumulate in significant amounts,
though this does not indicate the
absence of nitrogen transformation.
2.3.4 Solids
Initial TSS and VSS across
all conditions was 1406 ± 173 mg/L
and 1180 ± 120 mg/L respectively.
No significant change in TSS or
VSS throughout cultivation was
seen, which aligns with previous

Figure 2.10 Ammonium (top) and nitrate (bottom)
concentrations over time for each experimental condition.
Ammonium decayed over time, but there was no
significant accumulation of nitrate for any given
condition.

reports (Stauch-White et al., 2017, Milferstedt et al., 2017, Abouhend et al., 2018, Kuo-Dahab et
al., in Review).
2.3.5 Chemical Oxygen Demand
Results showed a steady decrease in total COD for the first 28 days in successful
cultivations (Natural AS, High N High Os, Figure 2.11). There is a significant decreasing trend
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for total COD over time between days 0 and 28 for successful cultivations compared to
unsuccessful cultivations (p = 0.01) (Figure 2.12). The negative trend in the most successful
cultivations compared to the absence of a trend in the unsuccessful communities suggest more
significant activity in the communities that formed mature granules. On day 35, there was a large

Figure 2.11 Total chemical oxygen demand over time for different experimental conditions. A
spike on day 35 may indicate high biomass decay.
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spike in COD across all conditions. This was confirmed by completing a second round of COD
analysis that agreed with the first results. This spike may be due to biomass decay but should be
investigated further.

Figure 2.12 Linear regressions of successful (top) and unsuccessful (bottom) cultivations
for total COD over time. There is a consistent decreasing trend from days 0 to 28 in
successful cultivations that is not seen in unsuccessful cultivations
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2.4 Discussion
Oxygenic photogranules have been researched since their discovery in 2012 (Park &
Dolan, 2015). Since that time, numerous cultivations have been successfully and unsuccessfully
performed using wastewater from several sources around the world (Milferstedt et al., 2017).
Here we demonstrated that OPGs can be successfully formed using augmented activated sludge
that favors the growth of filamentous cyanobacteria. This may provide a potential pathway for
optimizing the growth of statically cultivated OPGs. Oscillatoria is clearly a driving factor for
granulation success and may be enhanced by the addition of significant concentrations of
ammonium. However, the direct addition of ammonium to activated sludge resulted in failed
granulation, where granulation was successful in the unaugmented samples, likely causing a
shock to the system. Additionally, the absence of high initial ammonium concentrations does not
assure granulation failure.
The decreasing linear trend in COD for the first four weeks in successful cultivations may
indicated that the populations are active and working symbiotically to show a net loss of COD.
This establishes the OPGs potential as seed sludge that will sustain COD removal from
wastewater treatment. Unsuccessful cultivations do not see this trend which suggests there is no
net biological impact and synchronizing of activity. Ultimately this failure to coordinate may be
indicative of granulation failure. Nitrification while not definitely apparent, is likely occurring in
successful cultivations based on low inorganic nitrogen concentrations in this study and on
previous genomic data demonstrating the universal presences of the AmoA gene (Stauch-White et
al., 2017).
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Cyanobacteria may have a competitive advantage in the presence of high ammonium as it
is their preferred nitrogen source (Cunha et al. 2017). Spiking activated sludge with
cyanobacteria can help it outcompete other phototrophs, such as green algae, limiting their
growth and ultimately resulting in more settled than floating OPGs. This may also contribute to
the appearance of successful OPGs earlier in high NH4+ conditions. Cyanobacteria may still
grow using other nitrogen sources, but it will be at a slower rate, allowing room for other
phototrophs to develop. Limiting the growth of green algae is ideal in that floating granules will
have much longer settling times and be harder to separate from treated water (Ahmed S.
Abouhend, in preparation). Additionally, introducing a high concentration of Oscillatoria at the
start of cultivation may heighten early competition between algal species which is not seen in
natural AS cultivations. A greater concentration of chlorophyll b during the unsuccessful OPG
formation along with microscopic imaging suggests a greater abundance of algal species
including unicellular microalgae can inhibit granulation. Unicellular microalgae are unlikely to
support OPG formation as they cannot provide the same structural support as motile filamentous
cyanobacteria.
This work continues to support the strong and clear correlation between the presence of
filamentous cyanobacteria and OPG formation. However, the appearance of green algae in
Natural AS granules suggests their abundance results in more floating OPGs (6/9) compared to
High N High Os (1/9) which contained less microalgae species. Demonstrating the ability to
engineer static OPG cultivations brings on new questions, such as the impact modified statically
cultivated OPGs have on reactor operation. OPGs formed under augmented static conditions
should be tested in hydrodynamic conditions to determine if there is any change in treatment
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dynamics. There is a delicate balance between microbial communities that must be maintained to
achieve sufficient wastewater treatment.
Future research may address if biomass from a native source that does not granulate
under natural conditions can granulate with the addition of Oscillatoria and/or ammonium.
Additionally, genomic analysis could be conducted to determine the impact of imposed stress,
such as temperature fluctuations, varying pH, and nutrient loading. The role of hydrodynamic
shear stress which will be addressed in the next chapter may also aid in granulation of
ungranulated AS that has gone through a static cultivation period of limited nutrient availability
in a closed static environment. While biomass failed to granulate, there was still some
cyanobacteria present that may successfully form reactor OPGs under the added influence of
shear stress.
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CHAPTER 3
MODELING THE OXYGEN GRADIENT OF HYDRODYNAMIC OXYGENIC
PHOTOGRANULES
3.1 Introduction
Phototrophic biofilms are light-driven microbial communities found in aquatic and
engineered environments. Oxygenic phototrophs such as cyanobacteria and green algae use
photosynthesis to generate energy, reduce carbon dioxide, and produce O2. Oxygen yield from
these phototrophs can support the metabolism of heterotrophic microorganisms for COD and
nitrogen removal within a mixed biofilm community (Milfersted et al., 2017). Additionally, the
phototrophs and autotrophs within the biofilm consortia can use CO2 as a carbon source.
Light attenuation limits the depth phototrophs can occupy within biofilms. This creates
an oxygen gradient and stratification of
microbial communities. In biofilms with
sufficient thickness, phototrophs and
aerobic bacteria exist at the upper layers,
while anaerobic chemotrophs live beyond
the oxygen zone (Roeselers et al., 2008).
OPGs are a special type of phototrophic
biofilm that contain a phototrophic layer
encapsulating heterotrophic bacteria in a
granular structure (Figure 3.1). The
Figure 3.1 The internal structure and microbial
components of a reactor OPG illustrated on a
coordination between phototrophs and
fluorescent image transposed on bright field image
of a 50 μm slice from the center of a reactor OPG. bacteria in OPGs has successfully achieved
wastewater treatment in the absence of external aeration at the bench scale (Ahmed S.
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Abouhend, 2018). Current OPG research has focused on the microbial composition of OPGs
(Milferstedt et al., 2017, Stauch-White et al., 2017) and the design and operation of SBRs for
wastewater treatment (Abouhend et al., 2018). The connection between microbial composition
and application in wastewater treatment is linked by the oxygen gradient.
There are few models for oxygen profiles in phototrophic biofilms, and those that exist
are complex and do not account for biofilms with granular architecture (Wolf et al., 2006,
Clarelli et al., 2013). Thus, Butler et al. (in preparation) developed a simple mathematical model
to determine the oxygen concentration profile within statically cultivated OPGs. This relies on
the assumption of zero order aerobic kinetics and hyperbolic phototroph kinetics in alignment
with light attenuation following Beer-Lambert Law. This assumption for OPGs grown under
hydrodynamic conditions, that are often much smaller than their statically grown counter parts,
may not hold true. The influence of shear stress on OPG granulation is currently under
investigation (Abouhend et al., in preparation). Filamentous cyanobacteria may behave
differently under applied shear stress, thus resulting in different granular architectures. We
believe that the relative thickness of the phototrophic layer grown in reactors will be significantly
different from the relative thickness of phototrophs in OPGs formed under static conditions.
Applying Butler’s model will allow us to understand the dominant microbial metabolisms
through the depth of different sized granules. Understanding oxygen gradients and depth of
phototrophic layer could aid in designing reactors to selectively produce specific size
distributions that balance key microbial metabolisms, e.g.. smaller diameter primarily aerobic
granules for nitrification and larger diameter with anaerobic cores for denitrification.
3.2 Methods
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3.2.1 Imaging
Hydrodynamic OPGs were harvested from SBRs in steady state under standard operating
conditions (Abouhend, in preparation). Individual granules were submerged in 10% neutral
buffered formalin in 20 mL glass scintillation vials wrapped in aluminum foil to preserve
structure and avoid pigment degradation. Samples were stored at 20°C for 24 hours, then rinsed
with RO water, patted dry using a paper towel, and cross-sectioned into 50 μm slices on a
cryostat (CRYOSTAR NX70). Samples were fixed to a glass slide using embedding resin
(Shandon™ Cryomatrix™) and imaged within two hours of sectioning. Cyanobacteria contains
a naturally occurring pigment, phycocyanin, which auto-fluoresces at 650 nm. Both bright field
and fluorescent images were captured on an EVOS FL Color AMEFC 4300 light microscope in
bright field and epifluorescence mode using an RFP light cube.
3.2.2 Cyanobacteria Depth Measurements
Measurements of radius and cyanobacteria depth were collected from fluorescent images
using ImageJ software (C.A. Scheider, 2012) for granules with appreciable darkness at the center
(r > 2 mm). Only spherical granules were taken into consideration. 12 measurements were taken
across each granule in an analog-clock style pattern and averaged to calculate diameter and
radius. The same pattern was used to calculate the average cyanobacterial depth, measuring from
the outer edge of the granule to the interior edge of the cyanobacteria. Paired t-tests with 95%
confidence intervals were used to determine differences between cyanobacterial depth to granule
radius (depth:radius). Standard deviations and propagation of error were used when appropriate.
3.2.3 Oxygen Profiles
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Previously collected dissolved oxygen measurements from reactor OPGs formed under
the same operating conditions as imaged granules were used in this study (Stauch-White, 2016).
Butler’s model was adapted to factor in dissolved oxygen at the origin (Sorigin) of the granule and
applied to 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm diameter granules. Models were fit to measured data using
Microsoft Excel. Chi-squared tests, degrees of freedom, and p-values were used to determine the
appropriateness of the model.
3.2.4 Oxygen Diffusion in OPGs
Butler et al. (in preparation) take a simple closed form modeling approach to describe the
dissolved oxygen transport in static OPGs. This model, using radial coordinates, works under
two primary assumptions 1) aerobes exhibit zero order kinetics given an abundance of oxygen,
ammonia, and inorganic carbon, and 2) phototrophs exhibit hyperbolic reaction kinetics provided
light intensity (I) decays are in accordance with Beer-Lambert’s attenuation. The flux in radial
coordinates is dependent on granule diffusivity (D) and distance from the granule center (r) as
described in equation 1 of Table 3.1.
Granules of radius R, measured from the center outwards, are divided in oxygen
generation and oxygen consumption zones (Figure 12). The consumption zone begins at the
granule center and ends at the beginning of the generation zone. Consumption and generation
zones are separated at the radius marking maximum O2 concentration rMax. The generation zone
expands from rMax outwards to the edge of the granule. Aerobes consume oxygen at rate RAer,
while phototrophs generate oxygen at rate RPho (equations 2 & 3, Table 2). The ratio of
maximum phototrophic reaction rate to aerobic reaction rate is defined as Ω (equation 4, Table
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Equations Used to Model Dissolved Oxygen Transport in Hydrodynamic OPGs
1)

Fick’s Law for Radial
Coordinates

2)

Rate of oxygen
consumption by aerobes

3)

Rate of oxygen production
by phototrophs

4)

Ratio of maximum
phototrophic reaction rate
to aerobic reaction rate (Ω)

5)

Light Intensity (krmax >> 1)

6)

Rpho in the consumption
zone (r < rmax)

𝐹 = −4𝜋𝐷𝑟 2

𝑅𝐴𝑒𝑟 = 𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟

𝑅𝑃ℎ𝑜 =
Ω=1+

𝑅𝑃ℎ𝑜 =

Rpho in the generation zone

9)

SO2 in the consumption
zone (r < rmax)

10)

Effective Aerobic Activity

𝐹=

𝑆𝑂2

4𝜋𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟
{𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑟 2 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑘(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟)] − 𝑟 3 }
3

2
𝜇𝑋𝑎𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑟 2
= 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 +
{(
)
6𝐷
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
2exp(−𝑘𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
[𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘𝑟 − 1)]}
−
𝑘𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

Flux in the generation zone
𝐹=

(rmax< r < R)
SO2 in the generation zone
(rmax< r < R)

Ω𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟 𝐼0 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑘(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟)]
𝐾𝑃ℎ𝑜

𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟 6(𝑆𝑂2 − 𝑆𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 )
≈
𝐷
𝑟2

11)

12)

3𝐷(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑆𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 )
2
3𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑅2 𝑟3
𝜇𝑋𝑎𝑒𝑟 ( 2 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥
−
𝑅
2 )

𝑅𝑃ℎ𝑜 = Ω𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟

(rmax < r < R)
Flux in the consumption
zone (r < rmax)

Ω𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟 𝐼(𝑟)
𝐾𝑃ℎ𝑜 + 𝐼(𝑟)

𝐼 = 𝐼0 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝑘(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟)]

7)

8)

𝑑𝑆𝑂2
𝑑𝑟

4𝜋𝜇𝑋𝐴𝑒𝑟 (Ω − 1) 3
3 )
(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
3

𝑆𝑂2 = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − [

3
2
𝜇𝑋𝑎𝑒𝑟 (Ω − 1) 𝑟 2 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
3𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
( +
−
)]
3𝐷
2
𝑟
2

Table 3.1 List of equations used for modeling dissolved oxygen transport in oxygenic
photogranules.
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2). Maximum reaction rates for aerobes and
phototrophs are derived using specific reaction
rates (μ) multiplied by the biomass density (X)
for each species. Milferstedt, Hamelin et al.
(2017) report reactor OPGs density of 1.5 kg/L
which was used here.
Light intensity varies indirectly with radius
and reaches a value of I0 at rMax where k is the
Figure 3.2 Oxygen zones in an OPG based on attenuation coefficient (equation 5, Table 2).
Butler's Model
Phototrophic activity is assumed negligible near
the granule center given appreciable dark region in the core, thus RPho is simplified to first order
in the consumption zone and zero order beyond (equations 6 & 7, Table 2).
3.2.4.1 Consumption Zone
Both boundaries of the consumption zone, r0 and rMax, experience zero flux, thus the
relationship between phototroph and aerobic kinetics can be found by integrating across r0 to rmax
and dissolved oxygen flux can be redefined (equation 8, Table 2), which follows the constraints
of light attenuation. For reactor OPGs, the dissolved oxygen profile is subject to a measured
concentration Sorigin at the center of the granule. In static granules, this can be assumed zero.
However, dissolved oxygen measurements and fluorescent imaging show that oxygen is not fully
depleted at the center of reactor granules. In the consumption zone, the oxygen profile for reactor
OPGs is defined by equation 9 (Table 2). This assumes phototrophs have little influence near the
center of the granule. We validated the model in the consumption zone using an estimated ratio
between the maximum reaction rate for aerobes and granule diffusivity (equation 10, Table 2)
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and krmax which defines the attenuation of light at the radius of highest dissolved oxygen
concentration.
3.2.4.2 Generation Zone
The generation zone extends from rA to the granule edge. Here the flux is redefined by
new boundary conditions as described in equation 11 (Table 2), which shows a positive flux of
dissolved oxygen towards the bulk fluid. Equation 12 (Table 2) describes the dissolved oxygen
profile in the generation zone, which remains unchanged from Butler’s original model. We use
an estimated value of Ω, the ratio of maximum reaction rates of phototrophs to aerobes, to
calibrate the fit in the generation zone.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Cyanobacteria Depth
Cross-sections of granules from both static and reactor conditions show different depth of
phototrophs based on granule size (Figure 3.3). Measured depths versus granule radius show a

Figure 3.3 Size comparison of cyanobacteria distribution in OPGs.
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Figure 3.4 Cyanobacteria depth is greater for OPGs formed in sequencing batch reactors
(black circles) compared to static cultivations (blue squares).
grouping by granule formation (Figure 3.4). Reactor granules have an average cyanobacteria
depth of 0.80 ± 0.16 μm. Static OPGs have an average depth of 0.49 ± 0.08 μm. There is a
significant difference between cyanobacteria depth in hydrodynamic OPGs compared to static
OPGs (p<<0.01). This suggests that OPGs formed under hydrodynamic conditions may require
deeper cyanobacterial penetration to resist shear stress. It may also suggest a difference in
oxygen gradients within static versus hydrodynamic OPGs. There was no significant difference
between hydrodynamic OPGs of equivalent diameter formed in reactors operating under
different mixing speeds.
3.3.2 Model Fit
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Chi-squared values were well within 99.9% confidence interval ranges for the associated
degrees of freedom for all model fits. Figures 3.5-3.8 show Butler’s adapted model fit to

Figure 3.5 Dissolved oxygen model fit to the oxygen microprofile of a 4 mm
diameter reactor OPG.
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Figure 3.6 Dissolved oxygen model fit to the oxygen microprofile of a 3 mm
diameter reactor OPG.

Figure 3.7 Dissolved oxygen model fit to the oxygen microprofile of a 2 mm
diameter reactor OPG.

Figure 3.8 Dissolved oxygen model fit to the oxygen microprofile of a 1.5 mm
diameter reactor OPG.
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measured dissolved oxygen concentrations as a factor of granule radius. The fit is reasonable
given the simplicity of the closed form modeling approach.
The term μXAer/D is an effective measure of aerobic activity. Without knowing the
specific biomass concentration of the aerobic microorganisms (XAer) or the diffusivity of this
biofilm, the effective activity term provides an indication of biomass supported by oxygen
diffusion. Net diffusion can be calculated, however, due to the combined consumption and
generation of oxygen within a phototrophic biofilm it is difficult to represent the biofilm
diffusivity alone. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the relationship between μXAer/D and granule
radius, suggesting that granule size matters. There is a strong linear correlation between effective

Figure 3.9 Effective aerobic activity vs. radius in reactor (black circles) and static
(blue squares) OPGs.
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Figure 3.10 Effective aerobic activity vs effective cyanobacteria depth in reactor (black
circles) and static (blue squares) OPGs. A strong linear correlation exists suggesting
effective aerobic activity decreases with increasing effective depth.
aerobic activity and effective phototrophic depth (rmax/R) (R2 = 0.96). Higher effective activity
suggests smaller granules are greatly driven by aerobic activity, whereas small effective activity
in larger granules suggests activity is limited by oxygen diffusion.
Ω is the ratio of specific growth rate of phototrophs to specific growth rate of aerobesAn
Ω close to 1.0 suggests a more balanced symbiotic relationship between aerobes and
phototrophs. This occurs in small reactor granules (r < 1 mm) as well as static granules (Figure
3.10). Larger Ω values in large reactor granules (r > 1 mm) suggest phototrophs are more
dominant. This may be related to shear stress in reactor operation, suggesting different
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Figure 3.11 Ω vs. effective phototrophic depth in reactor (circles) and static (squares)
OPGs. Larger reactor granules (r ≥ 1.5 mm) had relatively large Ω values, indicating
there was less coordination between aerobes and phototrophs.
granulation mechanisms can impact the balance between phototrophic and aerobic communities
within OPGs.
3.4 Discussion
Statically and hydrodynamically cultivated OPGs both show an abundance of filamentous
cyanobacteria which exists symbiotically with aerobes, but there are distinct differences in their
respective granulation mechanisms which can ultimately create variations in structure and
function. These differences seem to be highly size dependent. In terms of structure, reactor
granules are significantly smaller than static granules. Previous studies report diameters of static
OPGs from 5 – 10 mm (Kuo-Dahab, in review), and diameters of reactor OPGs from 0.1 – 4.5
mm (Ahmed S. Abouhend, 2018). The granules studied here fall within reported ranges.
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Depth:radius ratios linearly decrease with increasing granule size which holds true for both static
and reactor OPGs. This may be due to the availability of light which becomes limited with
increasing depth. Therefore, larger granules have more concentrated phototrophs at their edges
and phototrophs in smaller granules are more homogenously dispersed.
Butler’s model was applied to OPGs formed under static and hydrodynamic conditions,
with new boundary conditions defined for reactor OPGs to incorporate a measured dissolved
oxygen concentration at the center of reactor granules. The challenge with this adaptation is
Sorigin is required for accurate model validation. More measurements may prove that this value
stays relatively consistent for each granule size and allow for a size-based constant to replace
Sorigin. It is important to note that only spherical granules were analyzed in this study however,
not all granules are spherical. Some OPGs have irregular shapes, including discs, potato-like,
fuzzy (loosely hanging phototrophs), and amorphous. This model may not be applicable for nonspherical morphologies.
In terms of activity, the function of oxygenic photogranules appears to be size dependent.
Effective measurements of aerobic activity show smaller granules are strongly limited by aerobic
activity, while oxygen diffusion is the limiting factor in larger granules. While greater aerobic
activity is observed in the smallest granules, consideration should be made for other symbiotic
metabolisms desired for wastewater treatment. Granules with r < 1.0 mm are least likely to have
anaerobic cores which are necessary for total nitrogen removal. Reactor granules lacking an
anaerobic core could be balanced by operation conditions (e.g. extended dark cycles) to promote
the anaerobic conditions that are necessary for denitrification and total nitrogen removal.
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Smaller reactor granules (r < 1 mm) and static granules show Ω values closer to 1.0,
which suggests more symbiosis exists between aerobes and phototrophs. Cyanobacteria are more
interspersed within smaller reactor granules and this proximity may drive more synergetic
interactions. In static granules, the long cultivation period and the induced stress in a closed
environment may promote symbiosis between phototrophic and aerobic communities. Larger
reactor granules have higher Ω values indicating phototroph dominance. Reactor granules may
require deeper cyanobacteria penetration to resist hydrodynamic shear forces. This suggests
granule formation conditions may impact the symbiosis between aerobes and phototrophs.
Since the two granule types are grown in different shear conditions, future work should
pay careful attention to biomass density and structure. Reactors contain OPGs in a range of size
which may be controlled by operating parameters to drive the population towards a desired size
distribution (Abouhend, in preparation). Smaller granules may achieve greater nitrification,
while larger granules may provide denitrification by supporting denitrifies in the limited oxygen
regions at their cores. Understanding the microbial kinetics of OPGs in reactor operation by
using a closed form modeling approach will ultimately allow for better operation of SBRs and
more effective wastewater treatment.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL FINDINGS
4.1 Conclusions
4.1.1 Static OPG Formation
There is a clear link between the presence of filamentous cyanobacteria and OPG
formation with a less certain contribution by the nitrogen sources present. This report
demonstrated the ability to engineer static OPG cultivations by augmenting the liquid and solid
components of activated sludge. Successful granulation was achieved in OPGs cultivated in
synthetic wastewater media, suggesting that OPGs can be engineered to achieve greater
granulation success. Thus, static cultivations may be controlled to limit the growth of green algae
and decrease cultivation time leading to faster reactor start up.
4.1.2 OPG Structure and Function
Static and hydrodynamic conditions are shown to produce OPGs in different size
classifications. Depth of cyanobacteria is proportionally greater in reactor granules compared to
static granules. This suggests granulation conditions (static vs hydrodynamic) play a role in
structural formation. Butler’s model was adaptable for reactor granules taking into consideration
that the oxygen concentration does not reach zero at the core of smaller granules. For both
reactor and static granules, effective aerobic activity provides an indication of the biomass
supported by oxygen diffusion. Smaller granules appear to be limited by aerobic activity where
larger granules are limited by oxygen diffusion as made apparent by the effective aerobic activity
term. The model also illustrated the apparent symbiosis between aerobes and phototrophs in
smaller reactor granules and static granules compared to the greater photograph dominance in
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larger reactor granules. Understanding the microbial kinetics of OPGs will allow for greater
control over reactor performance and treatment mechanisms (nitrification or denitrification) by
selectively controlling for desired biomass compositions.
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